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John (Jack) R. Venrick
From:
To:
Sent:
Subject:

"Michael Nelson" <goodspaceguy@yahoo.com>
"Discuss CAPR" <capr-discussion@lists.celestial.com>
Wednesday, December 28, 2005 9:29 PM
[Capr-discussion] Growth Management by Government is Plain Wrong!

>From Michael G. Nelson
Wednesday, December 28, 2005
Growth management by government is plain wrong!
The government planners caused the Soviet Union to
collapse. The government planners of growth management
in Washington State have lowered the living standard
of the people!
The proper people to do growth management are the
people all together: the people as consumers and
those people who respond to the consumers, such as the
owners and the investors and the entrepreneurs and the
other business people, all working in response to the
constantly changing wants of the consumers as the
consumers suggest to them where growth should occur
and how high into the sky that growth should be. The
consumers should direct growth by what the consumers
makes profitable and by what the consumers make
unprofitable.
Government elitists should stop telling the
consumers that the consumers can't have what they
want. Government should stop sabotaging the free
market. The competitive free market moves our economy
towards balance, whereas the "elite" planners from
government move us towards unbalance, frustration, and
misery.
We should abolish growth management by government
elitists and return to growth management by the
consumers in the market place!
Sincerely, Michael G. Nelson, a former candidate
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__________________________________________
Yahoo! DSL - Something to write home about.
Just $16.99/mo. or less.
dsl.yahoo.com
_______________________________________________
This list is for discussion of property rights issues and related subjects. It is provided by
Citizens Alliance for Property Rights, but message content is the responsibility of the
sender, not CAPR. Do not infer that posters are officials, members, or even friends of
CAPR. This is an unmoderated list. Anything you send to the list will go immediately to
all subscribers, unless the filters think it may be spam. Please observe the common sense
rules of civil discussion.
Subscribe to our main list (Capr-announce) to receive meeting announcements, etc. from
CAPR. Those items will not be sent to this list.
Capr-discussion mailing list
Capr-discussion@lists.celestial.com
http://mailman.celestial.com/mailman/listinfo/capr-discussion
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